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[EXTERNAL EMAIL] DO NOT CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the
content is safe.

Good morning 

Below are my concerns/questions/ thoughts  regarding the intended 27'+ communications tower 

1-What other locations have been reviewed-why is this on suitable?

2-Has thought been given to the fact that the bridge is the only means on/off the island and so already
has congestion without added congestion/disruption from this potential tower and subsequent utilities
underground and then future maintenance.

3-Safety . Many children rightly or wrongly use the bridge as a jumping platform into the water. What will
prevent them from seeing this a mere piece of diving equipment either to try to get into the water or the
sand.

4-Has consideration been given to the fact that this is a 'beauty spot' which many people include in their
photos of the picturesque island. How would this tower enhance that photo opportunity?

5-Has thought been given to the fact that residents pay out of their pocket at Christmas time to beautify
the bridge with lights and this will negate their efforts or do AT & T intend to reimburse them?

6-Is there any monetary transactions with AT& T ( or any third part) and anyone else for allowing this cell
tower to be located here? If so who?

Why has a photo not been given to actually let residents see what it would look like? Many developers do
that with houses.

Why negate the charm of the island on and in the vicinity of the island? 

Years ago the residents  paid thousands of dollars out of their own pockets to put utilities underground
and now they are being subjected to having one of the largest towers in their area and eyesight.

I think that within the vicinity there are other more suitable locations where a 27'+ tower would be less
intrusive and they should be considered rather than this one at 38th St.

I look forward to your consideration and response to my concerns. Unfortunately work prevents me from
attending the public hearing.

Kind Regards
Gina Cruz resident of 38th St.

Zoning Administrator - May 28, 2020 
Item No. 3a Additional Materials Received 

AT&T Small Cell SLC0902 Minor Use Permit (PA2019-113)
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